4

Yarn tests

4.1

Linear density

The thickness or diameter of a yarn is one of its most fundamental properties. However, it is not possible to measure the diameter of a yarn in any
meaningful way. This is because the diameter of a yarn changes quite
markedly as it is compressed. Most methods of measuring the diameter of
yarn, apart from optical ones, involve compressing the yarn as part of the
measurement process. Therefore the measured diameter changes with the
pressure used so that there is a need for agreement on the value of pressure at which the yarn diameter is to be defined. On the other hand optical
systems of measuring yarn diameter have the problem of defining where
the outer edge of the yarn lies as the surface can be rather fuzzy, having
many hairs sticking out from it. Therefore the positioning of the yarn
boundaries is subject to operator interpretation. Because of these problems
a system of denoting the fineness of a yarn by weighing a known length
of it has evolved. This quantity is known as the linear density and it can
be measured with a high degree of accuracy if a sufficient length of yarn
is used.
There are two systems of linear density designation in use: the direct and
the indirect.
4.1.1

Direct system

The direct system of denoting linear density is based on measuring the
weight per unit length of a yarn. The main systems in use are:
•
•
•

Tex - weight in grams of 1000 metres
Decitex - weight in grams of 10,000 metres
Denier - weight in grams of 9000 metres

1 tex = 10 decitex.
Tex is the preferred SI unit for linear density but it is not yet in common
use throughout the textile industry. Other direct systems can be converted

Table 4.1 Multiplying factors for direct systems of yarn linear density [1]
Yarn number
system

Symbolic
abbreviation

Unit of
mass
used

Unit of
length used

Tex
Denier
Linen, dry spun,
Hemp, jute
Woollen
(woollen)

Tt
Td
T)

ig
ig
1Ib

Taw

1Ib

1km
9,000m
14,400yd
(spindle unit)
14,400yd

Multiplying factors
yarn number to tex
value
0.1111
34.45
34.45

into tex by multiplying by the appropriate factor given in Table 4.1. In the
direct system the finer the yarn, the lower is the linear density.
4.1.2

Indirect system

The indirect system is based upon the length per unit weight of a yarn and
is usually known as count because it is based on the number of hanks of a
certain length which are needed to make up a fixed weight. This is the traditional system of yarn linear density measurement and each branch of the
industry has its own system based on the traditional length of hank associated with the locality and the type of yarn manufactured.
The main English ones which are still used every day in the relevant parts
of the industry are:
•

Yorkshire Skeins Woollen Ny
Count = number of hanks all 256 yards long in 1 pound

•

Worsted Count New
Count = number of hanks all 560 yards long in 1 pound

•

Cotton Count Nec
Count = number of hanks all 840 yards long in 1 pound

•

Metric count Nm
Count = number of kilometre lengths per kilogram

In the indirect systems the finer the yarn, the higher the count.
One way of measuring count is to measure the linear density using
the tex system in the first instance and then to convert the result to the

Table 4.2 Constants for conversion of indirect systems of yarn linear density [1]
Unit of mass Constants for
conversion to
used
tex values

Yarn count
system

Symbolic
abbreviation

Unit of length
used

Cotton bump
yarn
Cotton
(English)
Linen, wet or
dry spun
Metric
Spun silk
Typp
Woollen
(Alloa)
Woollen
(American cut)
Woollen
(American run)
Woollen
(Dewsbury)
Woollen
(Galashiels)
Woollen
(Hawick)
Woollen
(Irish)
Woollen
(West of
England)
Woollen
(Yorkshire)
Worsted

N6

1yd

1Ib

Nec

840yd (hank)

1Ib

Ne1

300yd (lea)

1Ib

Nm
Ns
Nt
NaI

1kg
1Ib
1Ib
24Ib

Nac

1km
840yd
1,000yd
11,520yd
(spyndle)
300yd

Nar

31,000
590.5
1,654
1,000
590.5
496.1
1,033

1Ib

1,654

100yd

1oz

310

Nd

1yd

1oz

31,000

Ng

300yd (cut)

24 oz

2,480

Nh

300yd (cut)

26 oz

2,687

Niw

1yd

0.25oz

7,751

N we

320yd (snap)

1Ib

1,550

Ny

256yd (skein)

1Ib

1,938

New

560yd (hank)

1Ib

885.8

appropriate count system using the appropriate conversion factor K which
is given in Table 4.2:
Count - —
tex
4.1.3

Folded yarns

In the traditional count systems a folded yarn is denoted by the count of
the singles yarn preceded by a number giving the number of single yarns
that make up the folded yarn; for example, 2/24s worsted count implies a

yarn made from two 24s count worsted yarns twisted together; l/12s cotton
count means a single 12s count cotton yarn.
In the tex system there are two possible ways of referring to folded yarns:
one is based on the linear density of the constituent yarns and the other is
based on the resultant linear density of the whole yarn.
In the first way the tex value of the single yarns is followed by a
multiplication sign and then the number of single yarns which go to make
up the folded yarn, e.g.

80 tex X 2
This indicates a yarn made from twisting together two 80 tex yarns. This
type of designation is generally used with woollen yarns.
In the second way of numbering folded yarns the linear density of the
whole yarn is used. This is known as the resultant linear density of the yarn
and is preceded by a capital R to denote resultant. This is then followed by
an oblique stroke / and the number of single yarns twisted together, e.g.
R 74 tex/2
This indicates a yarn made from twisting two yarns together which results
in a final yarn whose linear density is 74 tex. This type of designation is generally used with worsted yarns.
The two systems are not identical as there is usually some contraction in
length when the single yarns are twisted together so making the resultant
count slightly higher than would be expected from the count of the single
yarns. Therefore in the above example (R 74 tex/2) the linear density of the
individual yarns would have been less than 37 tex.
4.1.4

Measuring linear density

Sampling
For lots that contain five cases or less the sample should consist of all the
cases. Ten packages are selected at random but in approximately equal
numbers from each case.
For lots that consist of more than five cases, five cases should be selected
at random and two packages selected at random from each of these cases.
In all cases the sampling ends up with ten packages.
Effect of moisture content
Yarns contain a varying amount of moisture depending on the constituent
fibres and the moisture content of the atmosphere where they have been
stored. The additional moisture can make an appreciable difference to the

weight and hence the linear density of the yarn. Therefore when measuring the linear density of a yarn the moisture content has to be taken into
consideration. There are three conventional ways of expressing linear
density, each of which has a different way of dealing with the moisture
content.
Linear density as received
In this method no allowance is made for the moisture content, the linear
density being measured on the yarn as it is. The essence of the method
is that a number of skeins are wound on a wrap reel which has a circumference of a convenient length, for example 1 metre. These are then weighed
and the linear density calculated from the total length and the weight.
Depending on the linear density and type of fibre used in the construction, yarns can easily be extended by a relatively small load. Therefore
when measuring the length of a piece of yarn or when reeling a given length
of yarn it is important that the operation is carried out using a standard
tension. Because of this factor it is important, for accurate work, that the
winding tension used when reeling a hank of yarn on a wrap reel, is correct.
The tension on the wrap reel is set by introducing the correct amount of
friction into the yarn path. However, the amount of friction introduced is
not quantifiable so that the tension has to be set by first making test hanks
and then checking their girths on a skein gauge.
The skein gauge which is shown in Fig. 4.1 checks the length of a 50 wrap
skein under a standard tension. The test hank is passed round the lower
fixed peg and the upper peg which forms one arm of a balance. The load
on the other end of the balance is set at 5Og X the nominal tex of the yarn.
If the length of the hank is correct the pointer will be opposite the zero
mark, any deviation from the correct length is shown directly as a plus or
minus percentage. The length of the skein should be within 0.25% of the
actual girth of the reel, the reeling tension of the wrap reel being adjusted
to achieve this.
Because the yarn on a package may be under tension it is correct practice first to wind a hank from the package of sufficient length for all the
tests which are to be carried out. This is then allowed to relax without any
tension for 4h before winding the actual test skeins from it.
Linear density at standard testing atmosphere
In this method the skeins of yarn are preconditioned for 4h by drying
in an oven at 5O0C. They are then conditioned in the standard atmosphere
(2O0C and 65% RH) for 24 h. The reason for preconditioning the yarn is so
that the equilibrium moisture content is approached from the same side

Hank

Load

4.1 A skein gauge.

each time, thus avoiding the effects of hysteresis. The reeling of the hanks
and calculation of the linear density are then carried out as above.
Linear density at correct condition
This method is more accurate than the previous one as the amount of moisture contained by fibres in equilibrium with the standard atmosphere can
vary. In the method the hanks are reeled as above and then dried to oven
dry weight (1050C - two consecutive weighings the same) and weighed. The
dry weight then has the appropriate standard regain allowance added to it
and the linear density is then calculated from this weight
Weight at correct condition
,
. .
(100 + standard regain)
= dry weight X ^
—
2—>JLUU
4.1.5

Linear density from a fabric sample

When the linear density of a yarn has to be determined from a sample of
fabric, a strip of the fabric is first cut to a known size. A number of threads
are then removed from it and their uncrimped length is determined under

4.2 A portion of yarn removed from a fabric X24.

a standard tension in a crimp tester. All the threads are weighed together
on a sensitive balance and from their total length and total weight the linear
density can be calculated.
Yarn from a finished fabric may have had a resin or other type of finish
applied to it so that its weight is greater than that of the original yarn.
Alternatively it may have lost fibres during the finishing process so that its
weight may be lower than that of the original yarn. For these reasons the
linear densities of yarn from finished fabrics can only represent an estimate
of the linear density of the yarn used to construct the fabric.
Shirley crimp tester
When yarn is removed from a fabric it is no longer straight but it is set into
the path that it took in the fabric as shown in Fig. 4.2. This distortion is
known as crimp and before the linear density of the yarn can be determined
the crimp must be removed and the extended length measured.
The crimp tester is a device for measuring the crimp-free length of a piece
of yarn removed from a fabric. The length of the yarn is measured when it
is under a standard tension whose value is given in Table 4.3. The instrument is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.3 and consists of two clamps, one
of which can be slid along a scale and the other which is pivoted so as to
apply tension to the yarn. The sample of yarn removed from the fabric is

Table 4.3 Yarn tensions for the crimp tester [2]
Yarn type

Linear density

Tension (cN)

Woollen and worsted

15 to 60 tex
61 to 300 tex
7 tex or finer
coarser than 7 tex
All

(0.2 x tex) + 4
(0.07 X tex) + 12
0.75 x tex
(0.2 x tex) + 4
0.5 x tex

Cotton
All man-made continuous
filament yarn

Movable
clamp
Yarn
Pointer
Pivot

Scale

Tension
weight
4.3 The Shirley crimp tester.
placed in the clamps with each end a set distance into the clamp. This is
because the length of yarn in the clamps has to be allowed for in the
measurement. The right hand clamp can be moved along the scale and it
has an engraved line on it at which point the extended yarn length can
be read. The left hand clamp is balanced on a pivot with a pointer
arm attached. On the pointer arm is a weight which can be moved along
the arm to change the yarn tension, the set tension being indicated on a
scale behind it. At zero tension the left hand clamp assembly is balanced
and the pointer arm lines up against a fixed mark. As the weight is moved
along the arm the clamp tries to rotate around the pivot, so applying a
tension to the yarn.
When a measurement is being made the movable clamp is slid along the
scale until the pointer is brought opposite the fixed mark. At this point the
tension in the yarn is then the value which was set on the scale. The length
of the yarn can then be read off against the engraved line.
The crimp, which is the difference between the extended length and the
length of the yarn in the fabric, is defined as:
Percentage crimp = ^

1+

A)

0

^ X 100

Strength

Twist level
4.4 The effect of twist level on strength, staple fibre yarn.

where L0 = distance between ends of the yarn as it lies in the fabric
LI = straightened length of yarn
4.2

Twist

Twist is primarily introduced into a staple yarn in order to hold the constituent fibres together, thus giving strength to the yarn. The effects of the
twist are twofold: as the twist increases, the lateral force holding the fibres
together is increased so that more of the fibres can contribute to the overall
strength of the yarn. Secondly as the twist increases, the angle that the fibres
make with the yarn axis increases, so preventing them from developing their
maximum strength which occurs when they are oriented in the direction of
the applied force. The overall result is that there is a point as twist is
increased where the strength of the yarn reaches a maximum value, after
which the strength is reduced as the twist is increased still further; this is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.4. The twist value required to give the
maximum strength to a yarn is generally higher than the twist values in
normal use since increased twist also has an effect on other important yarn
properties.
A small amount of twist is used in continuous filament yarns to keep the
filaments together, but the effect of increasing twist is to reduce the strength

Strength
Twist level
4.5 The effect of twist level on strength, continuous filament yarn.

of the yarn below its maximum possible value. The theoretical maximum
strength of a continuous filament yarn would be expected to be realised
when the filaments were aligned parallel to the yarn axis. However, because
of the variability of individual filament strengths the initial effect of
twist is to increase the strength of the yarn because of the support given to
the weaker filaments. The effect of twist on a continuous filament yarn is
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.5. The consequence of the effect of twist
in reducing the strength of a yarn below its theoretical maximum is that a
filament yarn will be stronger than the equivalent staple fibre yarn as a comparatively large amount of twist is always needed in a staple yarn.
The level of twist has other effects on yarn and fabric properties which
may override the need for increased strength, including the following:
1

Handle. As the twist level in a yarn is increased it becomes more
compact because the fibres in it are held more tightly together, so giving
a harder feel to the yarn. Furthermore the covering power of the yarn
is reduced because of the decrease in the diameter of the yarn. A fabric
made from a high-twist yarn will therefore feel harder and will also be
thinner. Conversely a fabric produced from a low-twist yarn will have a
soft handle which is often a desirable property. However, a reduction in
twist level will make the yarn weaker and will also allow the constituent

2

3

4

5

fibres to be more easily removed with consequences for the pilling and
abrasion properties of the fabric.
Moisture absorption. A high level of twist in a yarn holds the fibres
together and hence restricts the access of water to the yarn interior.
Therefore such a yarn would be used where a high degree of water
repellency is required, for example in a gabardine fabric. A low-twist
yarn will absorb water more readily than a high-twist one so would be
used in those applications where absorbency is required.
Wearing properties. The level of twist has effects on two aspects of wear:
abrasion and pilling. A high level of twist helps to resist abrasion as the
fibres cannot easily be pulled out of the yarn. The same effect also helps
to prevent pilling which occurs when fibres are pulled out of the fabric
construction and rolled into little balls on the surface.
Aesthetic effects. The level of twist in a yarn alters its appearance
both by changing the thickness and also by altering the light-reflecting
properties owing to the change in angle of the fibres. This means that
subtle patterns can be produced in a fabric by using similar yarns but
with different twist levels. For instance a shadow stripe can be produced
by weaving alternate bands of S and Z twist yarns (see Fig. 4.7 below)
in the warp. The level of twist can also be used to enhance or subdue a
twill effect, depending on whether the fibres in the yarns line up with
the twill direction or against it depending on their twist direction.
Faults. Because the level of twist in a yarn can change its diameter and
other properties such as absorption, variation in twist levels in what is
nominally the same yarn can change the appearance of a fabric, so giving
rise to complaints.

4.2.1

Level of twist

Twist is usually expressed as the number of turns per unit length such as
turns per metre or turns per inch. However, the ideal amount of twist varies
with the yarn thickness: the thinner the yarn, the greater is the amount of
twist that has to be inserted to give the same effect. The factor that determines the effectiveness of the twist is the angle that the fibres make with
the yarn axis. In yarns of different linear densities the same angle is produced by different amounts of twist but it leads to the same twistdependent properties in the yarns. Figure 4.6 shows diagrammatically a
fibre taking one full turn of twist in a length of yarn L. The fibre makes an
angle 0 with the yarn axis. For a given length of yarn the angle is governed
by the yarn diameter D:
tanO = ^
L

4.6 The twist angle.

The greater the diameter of the yarn, the larger is the angle produced by
one turn of twist. As IYL is equivalent to turns per unit length then:
tan 6 °c D X turns/unit length
In the indirect system for measuring linear density the diameter is proportional to l/^count. Therefore
tanG oc

turns/unit length
'2—
^/count

A twist factor is defined using this relationship:

J^ — turns/unit length
^/count
where K is the twist factor.
The numerical value of the twist factor differs with each count system.
In the case of direct systems of linear density measurement such as tex:

K = turns per metre X ^/count
Typical cotton yarns have twist factors ranging from 3.0 to 8.0 when the
measurements are in turns per inch and cotton count (the equivalent values
are 29 to 77 when the twist is measured in turns per cm and the linear
density in tex). Worsted yarns have twist factors ranging from 1.4 to 2.5
when the twist is measured in turns per inch and the linear density in
worsted count (equivalent tex values are 17-29).
A cotton yarn that has a twist factor of 3 will feel soft and docile, whereas
a yarn that has a twist factor of 8 will feel hard and lively. A lively yarn is
one that twists itself together when it is allowed to hang freely in a loop.
Crepe yarns use high twist factors (5.5-8.0 cotton count) to give characteristic decorative effects. A fabric made from such yarns is first wetted and
then dried without any constraint. This allows the yarns to curl, producing
the characteristic uneven crepe effect.
The twist in a yarn is not usually distributed uniformly along its length.
There is a relationship [3] between the twist and the thickness of a yarn
which takes the form:
Twist X mass per unit length = constant
that is, the twist tends to run into the thin places in a yarn. This means that
the twist level will vary along the yarn inversely with the linear density. An
uneven yarn will therefore have a twist variability of the same magnitude.
Because of this variation it is suggested that the twist level should be determined at fixed intervals along a yarn such as every metre.
4.2.2

Measuring twist

Direction of twist
Twist is conveniently denoted as either S or Z as shown in Fig. 4.7.
Withdrawal of yarn from package
Withdrawal of yarn over the end of a package adds twist to a yarn, whereas
withdrawal from the side of the package does not. The British Standard for
twist measurement [4] lays down that the yarn should be withdrawn from
the package in the manner in which it would be normally used in the next
stage of processing. This means that the measured twist may not be the same
as the inserted twist.
Twist in yarns, direct counting method
This is the simplest method of twist measurement. It is also the only method
recognised as a British Standard [4]; the US standard [5] is similar. The

Z Twist

S Twist

4.7 S and Z twist.

Yarn

Movable jaw

Rotating jaw

Counters
Weight
4.8 A simple twist tester.

essence of the method is to unwind the twist in a yarn until the fibres are
parallel to the yarn axis and to count how many turns are required to do
this. A suitable instrument, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4.8, has
two jaws at a set distance apart. One of the jaws is fixed and the other is
capable of being rotated. The rotating jaw has a counter attached to it to
number the whole turns and fractions of a turn. Before starting any tests
the samples should have been conditioned in the standard testing
atmosphere.

Testing is started at least one metre from the open end of the yarn as the
open end of the yarn is free to untwist so that the level of twist may be
lower in that region. As the yarn is being clamped in the instrument it must
be kept under a standard tension (0.5 cN/tex) as the length of the yarn will
be altered by too high or too low a tension. The twist is removed by turning
the rotatable clamp until it is possible to insert a needle between the individual fibres at the non-rotatable clamp end and to traverse the needle
across to the rotatable clamp. The use of a magnifying lens may be required
in order to test fine yarns.
The twist direction and the mean turns per centimetre or per metre are
reported.
Number of tests
1 Single spun yarns. A minimum of 50 tests should be made. The specimen length between clamps must not exceed the average staple length
of the yarn. For cotton yarns 10 or 25 mm between the clamps is suitable, for woollen or worsted yarns 25 or 50mm should be used.
2 Folded and cabled yarns and single continuous filament yarns. A
minimum of 20 tests should be carried out with a specimen length of
not less than 250mm.
Continuous twist tester
This apparatus is designed to reduce the amount of handling needed on
consecutive twist tests and to speed up the testing process. Yarn passes
through the rotating jaw end and is wound up on a rotating drum as it is
moved on. Twist is assessed by the same principle as on other twist testers
but after removing the twist it is put back into the yarn by rotating the
counter back to zero. The rotating clamp is opened and its jaws moved
forward to meet the fixed clamp; the jaws are then clamped on the yarn.
The fixed clamp is opened and moving jaws are returned to the starting
position, taking a new length of yarn with them; the drum takes up the slack
in the yarn.
Untwist-twist method
This method is based on the fact that yarns contract in length as the level
of twist is increased. Therefore if the twist is subsequently removed, the
yarn will increase in length reaching a maximum when all the twist is
removed. The method uses a piece of equipment such as that shown in
Fig. 4.9 in which the end of the yarn distant from the counter is attached to
a pointer which is capable of magnifying its changes in length. At the start
of the test the yarn is placed under a suitable tension, either by a clip-on

Zero mark
Rotating iaw
Pointer
Weight

Counters
4.9 A tension twist tester.

weight or by a weighted arm as shown. The test procedure is to untwist the
yarn until all its twist has been removed and then to continue twisting the
yarn in the same direction, until it returns to its original length. The basis
of the method is the assumption that the amount of twist put in is equal
to the twist that has been removed. However, this is not necessarily the case.
For woollen yarns the method may give results up to 20% below the true
value, whereas for worsted yarns the results may be 15% higher owing to
fibre slippage [6]. One source of error in the method is that at the point
of total twist removal the fibres in the yarn are unsupported so that
any tension in the yarn may cause the fibres to slip past one another, so
increasing the length of the yarn. The difference in length if unnoticed will
cause an error in the measurement of turns per unit length. Another source
of error is the fact that with some yarns, when the twist is removed, the
amount of twist to bring it back to the same length is not equal to the twist
taken out.
Because of these problems the method is not recommended for determining the actual twist of a yarn but only for use as a production control
method. There is a US standard for this method [7] but it warns that the
measured values are only an approximation of the true twist. It suggests
that 16 samples are tested using a gauge length of 250 or 125 mm. However,
the method is easy to use and has less operator variability than the standard method so that it is often used for measuring the twist in single yarns.
Multiple untwist-twist method
The straightforward untwist-twist method is subject to a variable error
owing to the fact that the number of turns to return the yarn to its original
length is not the same as the number of turns to take the twist out. This is
mainly because when the yarn is spun some of the distortion becomes permanently set into the fibres so that when the twist is removed the yarn is
not as straight as it should be. This is particularly a problem in yarns made
from wool fibres, especially those that have been deliberately treated in
order to set the twist.

Counter
zero

Zero twist

4.10 The multiple untwist—twist method.

The multiple untwist-twist method aims to overcome these problems by
repeating the untwisting and twisting action which causes the error due to
this source to be progressively reduced. In the test, shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 4.10, the yarn is untwisted and retwisted back to its original length
as in the normal test and the number of turns A noted. The value A contains an unknown error dl. Without the counter being zeroed, the direction
of turning is reversed and the yarn untwisted and twisted back to its original length. This ought to bring the yarn back to its original condition,
however owing to the errors the counter will show a small number of turns
instead of zero. This reading is taken to be B and is due to the errors dl
and d2. By untwisting and retwisting a third time a further reading C is
obtained which contains the errors rfl, d2 and d3 as shown. Combining the
readings A, B and C gives:
A - 2B H- C = 4x

where x is the number of turns in the length of yarn tested.
The method relies on the errors dl, d2 and d3 becoming progressively
smaller so that the remaining error in the above equation is the difference
between d2 and d3 and can be ignored. It is possible to carry out further
untwisting and twisting in the same manner to reduce the error even
further.
Automatic twist tester
An automatic twist tester is produced (Zweigle D302) which takes the
tedium out of the large number of tests required for determining twist. This
necessarily depends on untwist-twist type methods for determining twist
levels as it cannot detect fibre straightening automatically.

Take-up twist tester
Take-up is the difference between the twisted and untwisted length of a
yarn. Twist testers are available with a movable non-rotating jaw which is
slid away from the rotating jaw to take up the slack as the twist is removed.
This allows the length difference to be measured.
Folded Yarns
Folded or plied yarns have two levels of twist in them. Firstly there is the
twist in the individual strands making up the ply and secondly there is the
twist that holds the individual plies together. If the twist in the single strands
is required the yarns can be analysed by first removing the folding twist
and then cutting out individual yarns, leaving the one strand which is to be
measured in the twist tester.
4.3

Yarn evenness

Yarn evenness can be defined as the variation in weight per unit length of
the yarn or as the variation in its thickness. There are a number of different ways of assessing it.
4.3.1

Visual examination

Yarns to be examined are wrapped onto a matt black surface in equally
spaced turns so as to avoid any optical illusions of irregularity. The blackboards are then examined under good lighting conditions using uniform
non-directional light. Generally the examination is subjective but the yarn
can be compared with a standard if one is available; the ASTM produce a
series of cotton yarn appearance standards. Motorised wrapping machines
are available: in these the yarn is made to traverse steadily along the board
as it is rotated, thus giving a more even spacing. It is preferable to use
tapered boards for wrapping the yarn if periodic faults are likely to be
present. This is because the yarn may have a repeating fault of a similar
spacing to that of one wrap of yarn. By chance it may be hidden behind the
board on every turn with a parallel-sided board whereas with a tapered
board it will at some point appear on the face.
4.3.2

Cut and weigh methods

This is the simplest way of measuring variation in mass per unit length of
a yarn. The method consists of cutting consecutive lengths of the yarn and
weighing them. For the method to succeed, however, an accurate way of
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4.11 The variation of weight of consecutive 1 cm lengths of yarn.

cutting the yarn to exactly the same length is required. This is because
a small error in measuring the length will cause an equal error in the
measured weight in addition to any errors in the weighing operation.
One way of achieving accurate cutting to length is to wrap the yarn around
a grooved rod which has a circumference of exactly 2.5cm and then to
run a razor blade along the groove, leaving the yarn in equal 2.5 cm lengths.
The lengths so produced can then be weighed on a suitable sensitive
balance.
If the mass of each consecutive length of yarn is plotted on a graph as in
Fig. 4.11, a line showing the mean value can then be drawn on the plot. The
scatter of the points about this line will then give a visual indication of the
unevenness of the yarn. The further, on average, that the individual points
are from the line, the more uneven is the yarn.
A mathematical measure of the unevenness is required which will take
account of the distance of the individual points from the mean line and the
number of them. There are two main ways of expressing this in use:
1

The average value for all the deviations from the mean is calculated and
then expressed as a percentage of the overall mean (percentage mean
deviation, PMD). This is termed U% by the Uster company.
2 The standard deviation is calculated by squaring the deviations from the
mean and this is then expressed as a percentage of the overall mean

(coefficient of variation, CV%).This measurement is in accordance with
standard statistical procedures.
When the deviations have a normal distribution about the mean the two
values are related by the following equation:

CV = 1.25 PMD

4.3.3

Uster evenness tester

The Uster evenness tester measures the thickness variation of a yarn by
measuring capacitance [8-1O]. The yarn to be assessed is passed through
two parallel plates of a capacitor whose value is continuously measured
electronically. The presence of the yarn between the plates changes the
capacitance of the system which is governed by the mass of material
between the plates and its relative permittivity (dielectric constant). If
the relative permittivity remains the same then the measurements are
directly related to the mass of material between the plates. For the relative
permittivity of a yarn to remain the same it must consist of the same type
of fibre and its moisture content must be uniform throughout its length. The
presence of water in varying amounts or an uneven blend of two or more
fibres will alter the relative permittivity in parts of the yarn and hence
appear as unevenness.
The unevenness is always expressed as between successive lengths and
over a total length. If the successive lengths are short the value is sometimes referred to as the short-term unevenness. The measurements made
by the Uster instrument are equivalent to weighing successive 1 cm lengths
of the yarn.
The measured unevenness arises from various components, the main
ones being [U]:
1

The variation in the number of fibres in the yarn cross-section. This is
by far the most influential cause of unevenness.
2 In a yarn made from natural fibres the fineness of the fibres themselves
is variable leading to a difference in yarn thickness even when the
number of fibres in the cross-section remains the same.
3 The inclination of the fibres to the yarn axis can vary. This has the effect
of presenting an increased fibre cross-section to the measuring apparatus. The steeper the angle of inclination of the fibre, the longer is the
length that is contained within a fixed length measuring slot.
The Uster tester, besides measuring an overall value of unevenness, also
presents a number of other factors derived from the basic measurement of
the change in mass along the length of the yarn.

Diagram
A diagram should be plotted of the actual variations in mass per unit length
along the length of the yarn.

CV or U

The percentage CV or U value gives an overall number for yarn irregularity and hence is the most widely used of the measurements that the instrument makes. The U value was the only value calculated by the older Uster
equipment and is equal to percentage mean deviation. The upper limit of
CV which is acceptable for a yarn varies with the different types of yarn.
Different spinning systems, counts and end uses have different upper limits
and knowledge of these can only be gained from experience of what is
acceptable in a given application. Uster produces a volume of 'statistics'
which lists the measured values of unevenness for the main types of yarn
and for a range of counts for each type, so that measured values can be
compared with expected values.

Index of irregularity
There is a natural limit to the evenness that can be achieved in a staple
yarn. To produce a completely regular yarn there would need to be exactly
the same number of fibres in each cross-section through the yarn.
This would mean that the end of one fibre would have to connect with the
beginning of the following fibre. No available spinning process can produce
such assemblies. The best that can be achieved is complete randomness
of the position of individual fibres. On the assumption that all the
fibres have the same diameter the theoretical limit to evenness has been
calculated as:
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where n = mean number of fibres in the cross-section.
In the case of yarns produced from wool the variations in fibre diameter
have also to be taken into account, so that the limiting CV becomes:
CV
= ^.rpL
^ v hm
V^

where T is the yarn count in tex and df is the mean fibre diameter in
micrometers. This formula assumes that the coefficient of variation of the
wool fibre diameter is 25%.

The formula shows that the finer the count of a yarn, the higher will be
its irregularity. This is because when there are only a few fibres in the yarn
cross-section the presence or absence of a single fibre makes a bigger difference than if there were a large number of fibres making up the yarn. It
is possible to calculate an index of irregularity, /, for any yarn by comparing its measured CV with the theoretical limiting CV.
T _
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To be able to calculate the limiting CV the number of fibres in the cross
section of the yarn needs to be known. This number can be calculated from
the count of the yarn and the fibre fineness if they are both expressed in
the same units. The following formula gives the index of irregularity in terms
of the measured CV, the yarn count and fibre fineness.
T _
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where T is the yarn count in tex and Tf is the fibre fineness in tex.
Addition of irregularities
Each machine in the process that produces yarn from fibre adds to the
irregularity of the finished yarn. If the irregularities introduced by processes A and B are CVA and CVB then the total irregularity can be
calculated as follows:
CV101 = A/(CVA2 + CVB2)

Imperfections
In addition to measuring the overall variability of yarn thickness the Uster
tester also counts the larger short-term deviations from the mean thickness.
These are known as imperfections and they comprise thin places, thick
places and neps.
The sensitivity of the eye to thick and thin places in a yarn is such that
around a 30% change from the mean thickness is needed for a thick or thin
place to be visible. In the instrument, therefore, only thick and thin places
above these levels are counted. Neps are considered to be those thick places
that are shorter than 4mm whereas areas counted as thick places are the
ones that are longer than 4mm. The total volume of the nep is considered
in the assessment but for the purposes of counting they are all assumed to
have the same length of 1 mm so that any variation in size is registered as

a variation in thickness. Neps are counted at sensitivities of +140%,
+200%, +280% and +400% above the mean thickness. For the purpose of
the instrument thick and thin places generally have a length equal to the
mean fibre length; any places longer than this are considered to be part of
the general yarn diameter variation. In general it has been found that the
number of imperfections at any one level is related to the imperfections at
all other levels so that for comparison purposes it is not important which
particular levels are chosen to be recorded.
Spectrogram

Amplitude

An important type of thickness variation is the regular appearance of a
thick or thin place at equal intervals along the yarn length. This type of
unevenness can give rise to visual effects such as stripiness or moire patterns in the finished knitted or woven fabric depending on how the repeat
length of the fault compares with the fabric width or course length. A level
of unevenness which would not be apparent if it was random is much more
objectionable if it comes from a regular fault as the eye is very sensitive to
pattern.
The spectrogram measures the periodic mass variations in a yarn by
analysing the frequencies at which faults occur electronically. From the
speed at which the yarn is running the frequencies are converted to wavelengths and slotted into a finite number of discrete wavelength steps. The
result is a histogram as shown in Fig. 4.12 where the amplitude is a measure
of the number of times a fault of that repeat length occurs. Owing to the
fibre length having an effect on the distribution of repeats around that

Periodic Fault

Cut Length
4.12 Spectrogram.

length the background level of the spectrogram is not flat but a periodically
repeating fault will show a level much greater than the background as is
shown in the figure. As a general rule the height of a peak in the spectrogram should not be more than 50% of the basic spectrogram height at that
wavelength.
Theoretical spectrogram

Amplitude

If the CV of a yarn were zero then the spectrogram would consist of a
straight line. However, if the yarn has a completely random distribution of
staple fibres, as in the case of the limiting CV value, then the staple length
L has an effect on the spectrogram.
In the case that all the fibres have the same length then the spectrogram
would appear as in Fig. 4.13 with a zero point corresponding to the staple
length and a maximum value at 2.7 times the staple length. A diagram of
this shape is hardly ever found in practice even in a yarn made from synthetic fibres of constant cut length staple.
In the case of yarns made from natural fibres there is the added complication that the staple length varies quite widely. If Lw is the mean fibre
length calculated from the fibre weight staple diagram, the spectrogram
then appears similar to that shown in Fig. 4.14 with a less well-defined peak
situated at 2.82 times Lw.
The wavelength of the fault gives an indication of its cause and therefore
allows it to be traced to such mechanical problems as drafting waves, eccentric or oval rollers in the spinning plant or in earlier preparation stages. The

Cut Length
4.13 A theoretical spectrogram for yarn with its staple fibre all
the same length L

Amplitude

Cut Length
4.14 A theoretical spectrogram for yarn with a variable fibre length;
in this case L is the mean fibre length.
wavelength can also correspond to the diameter of the yarn package, in
which case it will vary between the full and empty package. The wavelength
of a fault that occurs before the drafting in the spinning process will be multiplied by the drafting ratio.
Variance length curve
The variance length curve is produced by calculating the CV for different
cut lengths and plotting it against the cut length on log-log paper. A perfect
yarn would produce a straight line plot. The curve is a useful tool for
examining long-term non-periodic variations in a yarn. The better is the
evenness of the yarn the lower is the curve and the steeper is the angle it
makes to the cut length axis. This is shown in Fig. 4.15 where the variance
length curve for an actual cotton yarn is compared with a curve for an ideal
yarn.
The measured curve deviates from the theoretical curve in the region
where there is long-term variation in the yarn. The variance length curve
of a poor fibre assembly lies above the curve of a good fibre assembly as is
shown in Fig. 4.16 where the poor yarn diverges from the good yarn at the
longer cut lengths.
4.3.4

Zweigle G580

This instrument measures yarn evenness by a fundamentally different
method from the mass measuring system of the Uster instrument. Instead

CV(L) %

Cotton Yarn
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Cut Length cm

CV(L) %

4.15 Variance length curves for cotton and ideal yarns.

Poor Yarn
Good Yarn

Cut Length cm
4.16 Variance length curves for poor and good yarns.
of capacitance measurements it uses an optical method of determining the
yarn diameter and its variation. In the instrument an infra-red transmitter
and two identical receivers are arranged as shown in Fig. 4.17. The yarn
passes at speed through one of the beams, blocking a portion of the light

Reference
receiver

Receiver
Absolute
yarn
diameter

Infra-red
light
Yarn
4.17 Zweigle optical evenness.

to the measuring receiver. The intensity of this beam is compared with that
measured by the reference receiver and from the difference in intensities a
measure of yarn diameter is obtained.
The optical method measures the variations in diameter of a yarn and
not in its mass. For a constant level of twist in the yarn the mass of a given
length is related to its diameter by the equation:
Mass = CD2
where C = constant,
D = diameter of yarn.
However, in practice the twist level throughout a yarn is not constant [3].
Therefore the imperfections recorded by this instrument differ in nature
from those recorded by instruments that measure mass variation. However,
the optical system is claimed to be nearer to the human eye in the way
that it sees faults. Because of the way yarn evenness is measured,
this method is not affected by moisture content or fibre blend variations in
the yarn.

4.4

Hairiness

Yarn hairiness is in most circumstances an undesirable property, giving rise
to problems in fabric production. Therefore it is important to be able to
measure it in order to control it. However, it is not possible to represent
hairiness with a single parameter because the number of hairs and the
length of hairs both vary independently. For example Fig. 4.18 shows a
relatively smooth yarn and Fig. 4.19 a much hairier yarn. Theoretically
a yarn may have a small number of long hairs or a large number of short
hairs or indeed any combination in between. The problem is then which
combination should be given a higher hairiness rating.
It has been found that the number of hairs of different lengths protruding from a yarn is distributed according to an exponential law [12]. That
is there are far more short hairs than long ones and the number of
hairs falls off exponentially as the hair length increases. It is considered
that there are two different exponential mechanisms in operation, one
for hairs above 3mm long and one for those below; this is shown in
Fig. 4.20 where the two parts of the plot of the log of the number of hairs
against hair length can be approximated by a straight line. The hairiness
index devised by [13] assumes a straight line on the plot of the log of
the number of hairs against hair length. The number of hairs exceeding
3 mm in length as a percentage of the total number of hairs is found to be

4.18 A yarn with a low number of hairs X13.

4.19 A hairy yarn X15.

No. of hairs
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4.20 A plot of number of hairs against hair length.

linearly related to the count of the yarn, that is there are more hairs in a
fine yarn than there are in a coarse one of the same type. The overall
number of hairs is influenced among other things by the spinning system
and by the fibre length.
Measurements of hairiness are very dependent on the experimental
configuration used such as the number and type of guides the yarn passes
over and also the method chosen for detecting the hairs.
4.4.1

Shirley yarn hairiness tester

The Shirley yarn hairiness tester consists of a light beam shining on a small
diameter photoreceptor opposite to it. The yarn under test is run between
the light and the receptor at a constant speed. As a hair passes between
the light and receptor the light beam is momentarily broken and an
electronic circuit counts the interruption as one hair. The instrument has
two sets of yarn guides as shown in Fig. 4.21. The lower set leads the yarn
over a guide at a fixed distance of 3 mm from the receptor. The upper set
leads the yarn over a movable guide which can be set at a distance of
between 1 and 10mm from the receptor. The total number of hairs in a fixed
length of yarn is counted by counting for a given time, the yarn running at
a known speed.

Alternative yarn path

Variable

Fixed 3 mm yarn path

4.21 Shirley yarn hairiness.

Aperture

4.4.2 Zweigle G565
This apparatus counts the number of hairs at distances from 1 to 25mm
from the yarn edge. The hairs are counted simultaneously by a set of
photocells which are arranged at 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8,10,12,15,18,21 and 25mm
from the yarn as is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.22. The yarn is illuminated from the opposite side from the photocells and as the yarn runs past
the measuring station the hairs cut the light off momentarily from the photocells, which causes the electrical circuits to count in a similar manner to
that of the Shirley instrument. The instrument measures the total number
of hairs in each length category for the set test length. The yarn speed is
fixed at 50m/min but the length of yarn tested may be varied. The zero
point, that is the position of the yarn edge relative to the photocells, is
adjusted while the yarn is running by moving the yarn guides relative to the
photocells. A further set of photocells is used to locate the edge of the yarn
during the setting up procedure. The instrument calculates the total number
of hairs above 3 mm in length which can be used as a comparison with the
Shirley instrument. It also computes a hairiness index [13] which has been
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Motion
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yarn
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4.22 Zweigle yarn hairiness.

especially devised for this instrument and which is intended to combine all
of the information measured by it.
4.4.3

Uster tester 3 hairiness meter attachment

This device is produced as an attachment for the Uster evenness tester
and is connected in place of the normal measuring capacitor. However, it
makes use of the full statistical result collection capabilities of the evenness
instrument. The principle of the measurement is quite different from the
above instruments and therefore the results from the two types of instrument are not comparable. In this instrument the yarn is illuminated by a
parallel beam of infra-red light as it runs through the measuring head. Only
the light that is scattered by fibres protruding from the main body of the
yarn reaches the detector as is shown in Fig. 4.23. The direct light is blocked
from reaching the detector by an opaque stop. The amount of scattered light
is then a measure of hairiness and it is converted to an electrical signal
by the apparatus. The instrument is thus monitoring only total hairiness,
but using the Uster evenness data collection system can monitor changes
in hairiness along the yarn by means of a diagram, spectrogram, CV of hairiness, and mean hairiness in a manner similar to that used in evenness
testing.
4.5 Yarn bulk
The WRONZ Bulkometer test gives an indication of the covering power of
a yarn when it is incorporated into finished products such as knitwear or
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4.23 The measurement of hairiness by scattered light.
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4.24 The Wronz bulkometer.

carpets. Yarn bulk is denned for the purpose of this test as the volume occupied by 1 g of yarn at a given pressure, measured in cnrVg.
To carry out the test a hank of yarn containing a known number of turns
is placed in a channel 10cm long by 5cm wide so that all the strands of the
hank are aligned as shown in Fig. 4.24. A load of 50Og is then placed on
the sample, so compressing the yarn. When the load comes to rest the height
of it above the base is measured. From the area of the channel (50cm2)
and the height of the load, the volume occupied by the yarn can then be
calculated.
The size of hank used in the test depends on the linear density of the
yarn; a suitable size can be calculated from the formula:
XT
U
Number
of<turns =
f
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linear density in tex

It is preferable when comparing similar yarns to keep to the same number
of turns.
4.5.1

Textured filament yarns

A large amount of continuous filament yarn has its bulk and stretch
increased by some form of crimping process so that it may have the same
covering power as staple fibre yarn and approximately the same texture.
Tests for yarn stretch, which is related to yarn bulk, usually measure the difference in length between the straightened yarn and the contracted yarn.
In order to do this, firstly a load sufficiently heavy to remove the major part
of the crimp from the yarn and to straighten the yarn filaments is applied
and the yarn measured. This load is removed and then a second load is
applied which is sufficiently light to allow the crimp to develop but to keep

the yarn straight enough in order to measure it. Some yarns have the crimp
set in by the yarn producer and some have a latent crimp which is developed by heating in steam or hot water by the end user. These latter yarns
have to be treated to bulk them at some point in the test.
HATRA crimp rigidity
In this test a hank of the yarn is wound under tension sufficiently high as
to remove the crimp, the number of turns on the hank being governed by
the yarn denier. Two weights are hung on this hank, firstly a small S-shaped
weight (0.002 g/den) and on the end of this a much larger weight (0.1 g/den).
The sizes of the weights are both governed by the total denier of the hank
so that the required tensions are maintained. The whole assembly of hank
with two weights is then immersed in a tall cylinder of water. An adjustable
stretch rubber rule marked from O to 100% is adjusted so that the 100%
mark is level with the top of the hank and the 0% mark is level with the
bottom of the hank.
After 2min immersion the bottom heavy weight is removed, leaving the
small weight in place but allowing the yarn to contract. After a further 2
min the percentage contraction or crimp rigidity is read directly from the
scale.
4.6

Friction

A yarn which is being knitted or woven into a fabric or wound onto a
package runs around many guides during the process. Each one causes a
drag on the yarn due to friction. Changes in the frictional properties of the
yarn can cause an increase or decrease in this drag and hence the tension
in the yarn. This can give rise to problems in that too much or too little yarn
is fed to a process or the yarn is too tight or too slack. Hence the frictional
properties of a yarn are important for its smooth running on production
machinery.
When an attempt is made to slide an object resting on a surface a force
is required to start the object moving. Once the object is moving, the force
required to keep it moving is lower than the original starting force. The
force that resists the movement of an object in any direction is known as
the frictional force. The force that has to be overcome in order to initiate
movement is known as the limiting friction (static friction) and the frictional
force that opposes movement when the object is in motion is known as
sliding or dynamic friction.
The frictional force is governed by two main factors: the nature of the
surfaces in contact and the force that holds the surfaces in contact, which
is known as the normal force. The phenomenon of friction is governed by
a number of 'laws' which are often known as Amonton's laws:

1

The limiting frictional force FL is proportional to the normal force R
between the surfaces at right angles to the plane of contact. The ratio
FJR is called the coefficient of static friction ^IL

FL = |AL R
2 With all ordinary surfaces the limiting friction is independent of the area
of contact for a constant normal force.
3 When motion occurs the sliding frictional force F is proportional to the
normal force R between the surfaces. The ratio FIR is called the
coefficient of sliding friction |i

F= iiR
4 With all ordinary surfaces the sliding friction is independent of the area
of contact and also independent of the speed of motion within limits.
These laws hold fairly well for hard materials, but not for textile materials particularly at low values of normal force. In most cases it is the sliding
friction that is of practical interest.
4.6.1

Coil friction

The friction that a yarn or similar object experiences when running over
a curved surface is governed by the angle of contact with the surface
and the tension at either side of the contact. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 4.25. The tension on the uptake side T1 is always higher
than on the feed side T2 as the motion of the yarn is resisted by the
frictional force:
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4.25 Yarn friction around a rod.
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4.26 Yarn to yarn friction.

ZL - p^e
T2
( A = |(ln7i- InT 2 )
where [i = coil friction,
0 = angular contact in radians.
The frictional force increases rapidly with the angle of contact owing to
an increase in the normal force rather than to the increased area of contact.
If the angle of contact is kept constant by using a rod of larger radius then
the frictional force remains the same although the area of contact has
increased.
4.6.2

Measuring yarn friction

The more usual way of measuring yarn friction is to run it around a solid
rod and measure the T1 and T2 making use of the above relationship. The
problem is that the frictional force does not conform closely to this relationship [14] but depends on factors such as the diameter of the rod, the
angle of wrap, the input tension and the running speed. Therefore the measurement of the coefficient of friction of a yarn is only of use for comparative purposes when all other factors apart from the yarn under test are kept
constant.
The US standard [15] suggests the following test conditions: speed of yarn
lOOm/min, either 180° or 360° wrap angle but not less than 90°. The stan-
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4.27 Yarn to yarn friction: capstan method.

dard friction surface is 12.7 mm (0.5 in) diameter chrome-plated steel of 4-6
jim roughness. It is important that the friction element and other contact
areas are cleaned with solvent before each test.
The coefficient of friction is calculated from the measured input and
output tensions as the yarn runs at constant speed over the rod.
Yarn friction can also be measured as a yarn to yarn friction instead of
yarn to metal. Reference [16] describes two methods of achieving this. One
method is to replace the metal rod in the above test with a free-running
pulley and to twist the yarn through three complete revolutions as shown
in Fig. 4.26 so that the yarn is twisted around itself. The wrap angle is 18.85
rad (1080 deg).The input tension should be set at Igf/tex (9.81mN/tex) and
the speed at 0.02m/min.
The other method is the capstan method in which yarn is wrapped around
a tube of 48mm (1.75 in) diameter to form a covering. A separate strand
of yarn is hung over the tube with a weight on one end to give a tension

of Igf/tex (9.81 mN/tex) and a tension measuring device on the other as
shown in Fig. 4.27. The tube is then rotated to give a surface speed of
0.02m/min and from the measured tension the coefficient of friction can be
calculated in a similar manner to that used in the other yarn friction tests.
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